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On the morning of April 14th, PACEM Program
Director Adriana Nicholson pulled down the door
of our storage facility and locked it shut. A group of
UVA volunteers had just helped her pack it tight
with mats and cots, blankets and sheets, pillows
and towels. Across town our two last host churches
finished cleaning their sites. With that, another
season of providing emergency shelter was over.
Two months later, we can look back on our 14th
season and the 243 homeless guests—our highest
total ever!—that we sheltered. A majority of them
identified as residents of Charlottesville and
Albemarle. They reside on the economic margins of
our society and struggle with various challenges—
mental health, substance abuse, chronic health
conditions, and domestic violence among others—
that contribute to an overall instability that impacts
their health and housing.

Who are our homeless guests? They are white and
black, male and female, young and increasingly old.
Some work; they might even make that burger you
eat on the downtown mall. They are all in need of a
place to eat and sleep.
Thanks to the host and partner congregations and
their thousands of volunteers, our courageous
fulltime and seasonal staff, and fellow service
providers, our guests not only have a safe and
secure place to lay their heads but the support to
push forward. This season, at least 58 of our guests
were able to use PACEM as a springboard to
housing. Several more took steps in the right
direction, each according to their own capabilities.
There is always more to do, but for now we want to
pause to say, 'Job well done!' to all our partners
and to thank all of our supporters. We could not do
it without you.

Dear Friends,
This past season we came across a sign at one of
our shelters that could serve as our motto:
IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO BE COMPASSIONATE
YOU MUST ACT
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MISSION
To bring together the faith community
of the greater Charlottesville area in
providing temporary shelter,
compassionate support and access
to services to individuals who are
homeless so they can move to a stable
housing solution. This work can only be
achieved by forging partnerships in the
larger community.

Of course, compassion and empathy underlie all
we do, but when our host congregations
welcome our homeless guests inside their doors
lives are truly impacted. Being offered a warm meal and safe place
to sleep begins to restore dignity. Making a plan with our Case
Manager continues the climb out of homelessness with the end
goal being healthy and housed. Not everyone gets there, and even
when they do, it can take years and often many people assisting
that woman or man in readying themselves for self-sustainability.
Take one guest named Paul who stayed with PACEM again this
season, and off-and-on for more than ten years. He finally moved
into secure and stable housing this past February. “When the chips
were down, PACEM was always there, and I will always be
grateful,” he told me recently. “But at the end of the day, nothing
makes you feel better than when your friends ask, ‘Where are you
going,’ and you can say, ‘I’m going home.’”
We both smiled at this, joyful for his good fortune. There is so
much satisfaction to be had in seeing one of our guests shake off
the shackles of homelessness. It’s a fulfillment that you, our
readers, supporters, and partners should join in on. Compassion +
action = satisfaction!

A grateful PACEM community thanks
Rev. Al Horton for his years of service on PACEM's Board of
Directors. He is well-loved and will be greatly missed.
Under Rev. Horton's leadership, First United Methodist Church
(FUMC) became not only a provider of shelter, food, and
emotional support for the homeless, but served as a meeting
space, printing service, emergency shelter (when weather
conditions prohibited use of more remote locations), and not
insignificantly, financial leader as well. This leadership has allowed
PACEM to serve homeless individuals throughout the years.
In honoring Rev. Horton, we are recognizing a person whose
contributions to PACEM are immeasurable. His clear-thinking,
dedication, love, and humor are a rare combination, as was his gift
of incisive problem-solving. But, in the face of all that he gave, his
humility was most inspiring. His work has furthered PACEM's
mission and we know it will continue to inspire us going forward.
Wishing you only the best in your well-deserved retirement, Rev.
Al! May God continue to bless you.

A PACEM Success Story
Ms. Dee has been homeless for three years since losing her home in a
nuclear-family struggle over caring for their ailing mother. At age 55,
she began living on the streets in Florida before moving, with her
oldest son, to Virginia to be closer to extended family and friends. To
ease the pain of these and past traumas—including domestic
violence—Ms. Dee turned to alcohol and struggled with its abuse. A
hospitalization this winter for pneumonia came with a clear warning
from her doctor: if she got pneumonia again, she would not survive.
This season, PACEM provided 8,391 bed nights of
shelter to a total of 243 homeless guests. Other stats:
 77% of our guests were male.
 We split almost evenly along racial lines: 49%
identified as white, 43% as black.
 Continuing the previous season’s trend, our
guests grew older as a population, with the 62 and
over group expanding by 27%.
 More guests self-reported domestic violence,
hospitalization, and life on the streets.
 Of the 58 guests who exited to permanent
housing, 41% transitioned to Market Rate Rentals
while 38% moved in with family or friends.
 Nearly a quarter held jobs when they exited,
while another 25% received some type of benefits.

In a way, this new shock was an opportunity. We re-evaluated Ms.
Dee's "vulnerability" using our community's designated rubric, and
discovered she was eligible for Rapid Re-Housing (RRH). Over the next
several months, PACEM combed through listings and helped her with
applications and phone calls trying to leverage this subsidy as quickly
as possible.
This May, Ms. Dee at last moved into her new apartment in a senior
community, where she is excited about the security and cleanliness.
She has been thrilled to catch up on all the lost sleep from her time in
the streets. This new energy and stability has allowed her to smile
again. She is looking forward to seeing her adult son housed next, a
prospect the refreshed "Mama Dee" can help with in ways she could
not when on the streets.—Liz Nyberg

Community Partners
We were the grateful recipients of several community actions this season. Thanks to the following: Jason Burke and the Six-Pack
Songwriter Series, Thomas Parker & Evergreen Ministries, Jason’s Deli, Ten Thousand Villages, NewGen Peacebuilders, Phoenix
Dance Studio, Sedona Taphouse, Al Carbon, Croby’s Urban Viddles, FIRE, Melody Day, and author/filmmaker Jason Wright.

On the morning of March 20th, Bubbles Salon at the Hollymead Town Center opened its doors to our homeless women for a
PACEM takeover. While it rained outside, the stylists poured over a handful of our ladies, giving them the full salon treatment.
Our female guests felt beautiful again, and the staff of Bubbles were restored as well. “Using our trade to make them feel better
about themselves was a great way to give back,” said manager Britt Taylor. “We were happy to serve the women of PACEM.”
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This year’s PACEM picnic was held on April 29th at the beautiful Barn at Pea Ridge Farm and
featured fantastic food by the C&O Restaurant, music by Michael Clem & Rusty Speidel, Devil’s
Backbone beer, wine supplied by the Charlottesville Cooking School, and pics by Mai Shurtleff. A
few of our partner churches let us borrow tables and chairs, and, as always, we must salute ACE
Contracting for organizing the event. Thank you to everyone that came. We had a fantastic time!

